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COMLUX PRESS RELEASE 
 

       
Zurich, 10 April 2017 

 
COMLUX GROWS IN ASIA WITH TWO NEW PROJECTS SIGNED 

 
Comlux Completion LLC, the Completion and Service Center of the Comlux Group has signed 
two new projects, one Global 6000 and one BBJ, with repeat customers based in Asia. Both 
projects are for major refurbishments and will be performed in the Indianapolis facility. After a 
busy schedule in 2016 with not only multiple VIP completions (1 ACJ330, 1 BBJ and 1 SBJ), but 
also a steady stream of maintenance clients (3 BBJ, 1 ACJ), Comlux is growing its backlog. 
 
The undisclosed owner of the BBJ is represented by the aircraft management company, Sino 
Jet, led by CEO Jenny Lau. Jenny’s involvement was integral in the selection of the best service 
center for this project. It is the second BBJ managed by Sino Jet coming to Indianapolis. The 
workscope will consist of various cabin reconfigurations including adding a one of a kind custom 
sideledge pull out bed to allow more sleeping positions on the aircraft for more comfort on 
board. 
 
Comlux also signed another repeat customer for a new Global 6000 aircraft. They have selected 
Comlux to perform a completely new and luxurious cabin interior design to include all new soft 
goods, seat designs, metallic treatments, fixtures, wood, stone counter tops, and decorative trim 
in order to provide the client a true one-of-a-kind experience reflecting his own personal flare.  
 
“With these two new contracts, Comlux reaffirms the continued business growth of its ultra-
modern facility in the US, as well as further development of the Asian market,” stated Scott 
Meyer, Comlux Completion’s CEO. “Comlux offers the quality and customer experience to 
ensure our clients return no matter the size of the workscope.” 
 
 

Comlux Completion located in Indianapolis, Indiana is part of Comlux The Aviation Group, a 
leading provider of worldwide VIP aviation services that includes aircraft management, VIP 
charter, aircraft sales and acquisitions, aircraft cabin designs and completions, aircraft 
engineering services, aircraft maintenance, and avionics design and integration.       
 
 
 

For further details please contact Comlux Marketing: marketing@comlux.com 
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